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Wren  Feathers 
Coveralls and “Photoshopping with PowerPoint” 

Image Manipulation Tutorial 
As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to 
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    

Quarter inch seams allowed on all pieces unless otherwise specified. 
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 
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The magic we all refer to as “photoshop” is found in images all around us every day, both 
online and in print.  Although I do have a couple of image manipulation programs, they have a 
steep learning curve and I wanted to challenge myself to see what could be done with nothing 
more than the tools available in PowerPoint, something you likely already have on your 
computer and know how to use!  
 
At its simplest, you can remove background from your doll photo, overlay it onto a background 
photo you took or a public domain image.  The original below is not a terrible picture, but I’ll 
show you how to make it even better! 

 
The flaws I perceived in this pic:  the lighting on the doll is very different, his feet are at an odd angle that make him 

appear to be floating in space and he’s not casting a shadow like the plane is. 
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Step 1:  Find a background image. This one is a public domain pic from https://pxhere.com/en/photo/341548 

 

  
Step 2:  Adjust brightness, color balance, etc. (right click, format picture).  Check your doll photo as a reference and try 

to get the colors and lighting to match as best you can. 
 

 
Step 3:  Crop if needed 
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Step 4:  eliminate distracting elements or any real people by using the “remove background” tool.  In this case, the plane 
on the left was removed. 

 
Step 5:  Copy the picture and crop and layer to create fill-ins for removed objects. 

Manipulate layers using right click and “send to back” as needed.  Select all the layers, right click to group everything and 
save this as a picture. 

 
 

Step 6: Choose a picture of a doll, crop/rotate/flip and use the “remove background” tool 
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Step 7: Layer doll into photo and experiment with scale.  Select everything, right click to group and save as a picture. 

 
 Ta-da!  

 Improvements here: a less cluttered background, better lighting correspondence, his shoes are removed so he’s not 
floating in space, a shadow for him is not needed when he’s in this position.   

 

Before  
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In this one I did use an image-manipulation program to change the color of his boots, which were originally blue 😊 

 
Note:  These coveralls are a snug fit!  If this is for a child, you might consider making the zipper part longer so it’s easier 
to get on.  They were unpleasantly tight on an older TrulyMe doll but the fit on my new boy doll looks great!  If you can 
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find a woven-look fabric with some stretch to it, that would be my top pick for good range of motion while the doll is 
wearing it.  
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Tape pattern pieces together like this before cutting! 
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